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CHAPTER 8

Key facts

� GBV prevention strategies can be primary, secondary or tertiary. Arena for action of prevention strategies
includes the individual, relationships, community or broader society.

� Over half of politicians (52%) who referred to GBV in their speeches said they were committed to ending
the scourge.

� Women and men are relatively unaware of events or prevention campaigns to end GBV.
� Only about two fifths of women (37%) and men (38%) were aware of events or prevention campaigns to

end GBV
� Only 10% of women and 21% of men had heard about the Sixteen days campaign in the 12months before

the survey.
� A lesser proportion of women (5%) and 21% of men had heard about the 365days campaign in the 12months

before the survey.
� Almost half of the women (48%) of women and less than a tenth (8%) of men who were aware of GBV

campaigns found them empowering.
� Gender Links conducts annual commemorations of the Sixteen Days Campaign and works with local councils

to develop and implement local action plans to end GBV
� The Mauritius Broadcasting Corporation runs several programmes aimed at GBV prevention.
� MGECDFW holds capacity-building workshops with stakeholders aimed at secondary prevention. Since

2008 till 2011 the Ministry of gender Equality trained 126 officers.

Sixteen Days march in Curepipe. Photo by Mary Jane Piang-Nee

Prevention
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“I come from a broken home and after the separation
my mother got married to another man. I was a
burden for both of them and was sent to my “nani”
(grandmother). My poor nani lived in a small house
made of old sheets of corrugated iron.

We hardly had any food to eat. When I turned nine
years old my nani sold me to an old man. The first
night it really hurt but I did not even know what that
old man was doing to me. This torture went on for
three long years on every single night. When the old
man came to my nani's house, my nani left the house
and I was on my own with the old man. The next
morning I would go to school as if all was normal but
I was suffering a lot inside.

One day I said to myself that this could not be normal
and I had to tell somebody about what was happening
to me. I walked to my neighbour's house and told her
that I could no longer live with my nani and  asked
her for shelter. She started questioning me and very
slowly I told her the full story on how I was sold to a
man and what this man was doing to me every night.

Without hesitating she took me to the police who
opened a full enquiry. My nani did not deny that she
sold me. She said that she was so poor she had no
other means to survive and needed the money so
that she could feed me. She was released on bail and
I really do not know what has happened to her nor
to the old man since.

The Police contacted the Child Development Unit
and they placed me in a shelter.

I am now 18 years old and I can say my life has
changed completely since I have joined the shelter.
After my primary and secondary education the shelter
sent me for extra curricula activities. I have even
followed courses in drama and dancing. I parti-
cipate in all activities of the Shelter be it at the shelter
itself or outside on special events, for example,
International Women's Day or International Family
Day.

Although I know I was sold by my own nani, I have
come to terms with myself and this due to the
psychological and emotional support that I receive
from the shelter. I am well surrounded in a convivial
environment. I have found my happiness in the
shelter. But like any young woman I have my own
aspirations and would like to get a proper job and fly
by own wings.”

Rani's* story shows how her family's socio-economic
status exposed her to abuse. It would be easy to
condemn Rani's grandmother, but it is necessary to
understand the underlying factors. Prevention, as the
old adage goes, is always better than cure.

This chapter explores prevention initiatives imple-
mented in the Mauritian context and their
effectiveness.The interventions fall into three
categories1, namely:
• Primary prevention: Interventions aimed at

addressing GBV before it occurs, in order to prevent
initial perpetration or victimisation. These include
targeted actions aimed at changing behaviour and

1 Centres for Disease Control and Prevention. Sexual Violence Prevention: Beginning the Dialogue. Atlanta, GA (2004) p. 3.



attitudes. Interventions are also aimed at changing
risk producing environments.

• Secondary prevention: Interventions that happen
immediately after the violence has occurred to deal
with the short term consequences for example
treatment, counselling.

• Tertiary prevention: Long term interventions after
the violence has occurred, in order to address lasting
consequences. Examples of this are perpetrator-
counselling interventions.

In this study, we place emphasis on documen-
ting primary and secondary prevention initiatives
in Mauritius in the different arenas for action.

Areas for action

The ecological model referenced earlier in this
study locates key arenas for action including:
• Individual: The first level identifies biological

and personal history factors that increase the
likelihood of becoming a victim or perpe-trator
of violence. Some of these factors are age,
education, income, substance use, or history
of abuse.

• Relationship: The second level includes factors that
increase risk because of relationships with peers,
intimate partners, and family members. A person's
closest social circle-peers, partners and family
members-influences their behavior and contributes
to their range of experience.

• Community: The third level explores the settings,
such as schools, workplaces, and neighborhoods,
in which social relationships occur and seeks to
identify the characteristics of these settings that
are associated with becoming victims or perpe-
trators of violence.

• Societal: The fourth level looks at the broad societal
factors that help create a climate in which violence
is encouraged or inhibited. These factors include
social and cultural norms. Other large societal factors
include the health, economic, educational and social
policies that help to maintain economic or social
inequalities between groups in society.
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 Primary prevention

Primary interventions for GBV aim to address the root
causes at an individual, relationship, community and
societal level. Strategies include:
• Political will and commitment to address GBV;
• Public awareness programmes;
• Using media to raise awareness on GBV.

Political will and commitment to address GBV

For a violence prevention strategy to be successful
it has to be unified, coordinated, scientifically-
informed, well-resourced and directed across all
clusters of society, government departments and civil
society.2 Political leadership at its helm should be
committed to ending GBV and consistently publicly
denounce GBV. Leaders should also facilitate and
support necessary changes in community norms that
influence GBV-related behaviours of boys and young
men.3

Figure 8.1 shows that in 52% of the speeches analysed
in this study, politicians commited to ending GBV.
This shows that more women politicians in Mauritius
are engaging in GBV discourse and refer to commit-
ments than men. This finding is useful in lobbying
for women's representation in politics with the hope
that they will put women's issues on the political
agenda.

Loga Virahsawmy, Marlene Ladine, Minister of Tertiary Education, Hon. R. Jeeta and Prime
Minister, Dr. Navin Ramgoolam at the launch of “I” Stories 2008 in Mauritius.

 Photo by  Danny Phillip

2   Jewkes, Abrahams, Mathews, Seedat, et al, 2009.
3   UN General Assembly. 2006b. Rights of the Child: Report of the Independent Expert for the United Nations Study on Violence against Children. New York: UN.
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Sixteen days of Activism campaigns

Each year the Sixteen Days of Activism campaign has
provided a rallying point for the governments, NGOs,
CBOs and other stakeholders in the region to mount
events aimed at raising awareness, influencing
behaviour change and securing high level political
commitment to end GBV. The campaign takes place
annually in the period between 25 November and 10
December.

Key dates include:
• 25 November: International Day of No Violence

Against Women

• 1 December: World Aids Day
• 3 December: International Day for the Disabled
• 10 December: Human Rights Day

Reclaiming unsafe spaces - Take Back the Night
“Take back the night marches” bring together local
councils in partnership with NGOs around Southern
Africa to various locations to march, as a way to raise
awareness around GBV and reclaim spaces deemed
unsafe for women and children. GL and the local
partners in Mauritius organised a march on the 25th
November 2011 as an opening to the Sixteen Days
Campaign. Over 100 participants marched in Rose-
Hill. Participants included political figures, Rose-Hill
Municipality members and various other supporters
for the cause.

Cyber dialogues
The GL annual cyber dialogues are an integral part of
the Sixteen Days' campaign. These dialogues are
moderated online discussions related to specific
gendered themes hosted on GL's website. In 2010,
dialogues were only possible through collaboration
with local councils and GEMSA partners. Under the
theme of connecting local languages and citizens
across artificial boundaries, 11 countries through the
SADC region were encouraged to participate in the
cyber dialogues. Mauritian participants had the option
to dialogue in any of the two language rooms, namely;
French and English.

Make a
commitment
Do not make
a commitment

Figure 8.1: Proportion of speeches referring
to political  commitments to end GBV

48% 52%

Municipal council of Beau-Bassin, Rose-Hill, marching at the Sixteen Days campaign.  Photo by  Marie Jane Piang-Nee
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Key issues raised in the dialogues, regarding preven-
tion included that:
• Women must speak out in order to break the silence

and put GBV in the centre of daily interactions so
people understand it better and are empowered
to speak out even more.

• Media has a role to expose societal ills for public
discussion and engagement.

• Without the media we could not be talking about
making progress. Today we boast about moving
forward as the country or lagging being because
the media has and will always give platforms for
GBV violence.

• Blaming the media, or NGOs or the church will not
help, we need to look at ourselves and ask what
role we play in ending GBV. Partnerships and
collaboration among different stakeholders is
necessary in addressing GBV. NGOs and activists
should work hand in hand with the media so issues
of GBV are adequately addressed.

• GBV should be taught in schools along with gender
and development issues. GBV is not an issue for the
media to address alone. The drivers of change are
culture and society.

• Until GBV becomes a priority on the political agenda,
little change would come. Participants noted that
political figures and celebrities had a lot of influence
over people, and could potentially address negative
social practices, views and norms.

• While GBV appears to be on the political agenda
on paper through policy frameworks and enabling
legislation, implementation of these is not effective.

• Awareness programmes must be driven from a
multi-sectoral approach were government, private
sector and civil society formulate joint communi-
cation strategies to provide holistic information.

The UNiTE to End Violence Against Women

campaign

In 2008, the United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon launched the UNiTE to End Violence against
Women campaign that reiterates the need for a multi-
sector approach to ending GBV. The campaign is a
multi-year effort aimed at
preventing and eliminating
violence against women and
girls in all parts of the world.

The African Component of the UNiTE campaign was
launched in Addis Ababa in November 2008. In her
address to CEDAW in October 2011, Hon Minister
Mirielle Martin said the UNiTE Campaign would be
launched in Mauritius.

Awareness of GBV campaigns

The prevalence/attitude survey for this study asked
women and men about their knowledge and
participation in GBV campaigns.

18th November
25th November
29th November
30th November
1st December
2nd December
3rd December
6th December
7th December
8th December
9th December
10th December

English and French
English and French
English and French
English and French
English and French
English
English
English
English
English
English and French
English and French

Table 8.1: Cyber dialogue schedule and themes 2010

Theme Language

Media debate - Is media part of the problem or the solution?
Taking stock of National Action Plans to end GBV.
Click of the mouse. GBV and the internet.
Gender and economic violence.
World AIDS day - Making care work count.
Sexual orientation and GBV.
Disability and GBV.
Culture, tradition, religion and the role of men.
Sex work and GBV.
Human trafficking and migrant women.
Local action to end GBV (local government).
GBV: What is the political agenda?

Date
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Figure 8.4: Sources of  GBV campaign information Women %

Men %

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Radio Newspaper Other Community

meeting

35

9

22

5 6

35

29

From a neighbour/
friend

Television
1 33

6

48

Figure 8.2 shows that only 37% of women and 39%
of men said they had heard about GBV campaigns or
events. These findings that actors in the GBV sector
need to put more efforts in sensitising communities
about GBV and broaden community outreach during
campaigns.

Figure 8.3 shows that more men (21%) than women
(10%) had heard about the Sixteen Days of Activism
campaign. Twenty-one percent of men and five
percent of women had heard about the 365-Day
campaign. A small proportion of the participants had
participated in GBV campaign events. Fifteen percent
of men and five percent of women had participated
in a march or event to protest against GBV. For a small

island with good communication these figures are
exceptionally low. There is need to step up the reach
and impact of campaigns.

Figure 8.3: Knowledge and participation in
campaigns to end GBV by women and men

% Women

% Men

Heard or seen about
the 16 Days campaign

in past 12 months

Have you ever
participated in a
march or event

to protest
against GBV

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

5

15

5

21

10

21

Heard or seen about
the 365 Days campaign

in past 12 months

Knowledge of events or campaign
 to end GBV by women

Figure 8.2: Knowledge of events or campaigns to end GBV by women and men

63%

37%

Yes
No

61%

39%

Yes
No

Knowledge of events or campaign
 to end GBV by men
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Female Security Guard at the  Abercrombie Women Centre.
 Photo by  Mary Jane Piang-Nee

Figure 8.5: Attitudes towards campaigns to end GBV Women %

Men %
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Figure 8.4 shows that the majority of women and
men access knowledge about GBV campaigns
through radio. Almost half (48%) of women and
35% of men interviewed said they had heard about
GBV campaigns through the radio. A greater
proportion of men than women heard about the

campaigns through the newspaper. Twenty percent
of men and nine percent of women had heard about
the campaigns from the newspapers. Smaller propor-
tions of women and men had heard about the cam-
paigns in community meetings or from neighbours
or friends.

Figure 8.5 shows that almost half of the women (48%)
found the campaigns empowering compared to only
8% of men. The majority of men (36%) said they felt
indifferent about the campaigns while 30% said they
felt nothing about the campaigns. 22% of women
also felt indifferent towards the campaigns.

Zero Tolerance Clubs (ZTCs)

The Ministry of Gender Equality has facilitated the
setting up six ZTCs with various community-based
organisations. The ZTCs are initiatives that involve
the communities to combat GBV. Members of the
ZTCs act as watchdogs to ensure that their respective
localities are violence free. ZTCs are available in
Abercrombie, Goodlands, Mare D'Albert Pointe aux
Sables, Montagne Blanche and Grand Gaube.

Media

Mauritius has a strong and fiercely independent
media. The liberalisation of the airwaves began in
2002, but the public broadcaster, the Mauritius
Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), is still the dominant
broadcaster. The MBC operates under the MBC Act,
which stipulates that the broadcaster should strike a
balance between ethnic and religious interest. The
Act is silent on gender.
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Figure 8.7 shows that all media houses in Mauritius
give very little coverage to GBV stories ranging from
L'Express and Le Defi Plus at 4% each to Le Mauricien,
La Voix and Radio One at 1% each. The findings reflect
that GBV stories are not newsworthy for the media in
Mauritius.

The report recommended that:
• Journalists need to be equipped with more

information on the different aspects of GBV which
happens behind closed doors, for example, verbal
and psychological abuses and other subtle forms
of GBV.

Proportion of GBV stories vs other stories
- Mauritius

Proportion of GBV stories vs other stories
- Regional

Figure 8.6: Comparison of country vs regional GBV coverage

98%

2%

GBV stories
Non-GBV stories

GBV stories
Non-GBV stories

96%

4%

Figure 8.6 shows that according to the Gender and Media Progress Study (GMPS) conducted by GL in 2010, GBV
accounts for 2% of total coverage in Mauritius, less than the regional average of 4%.

Figure 8.7: GBV coverage by country and media - Mauritius GBV stories
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Case study on the MBC

The MBC is one of the first media houses in the
region that GL worked with in developing a gender
policy accompanied by an action plan in 2006. The
findings of the GMPS in 2010 showed that although
women sources at MBC leapt from 14% in the
Gender and Media Baseline Study in 2003 to 28%
in the GMPS, the public broadcaster still lagged
behind in terms of GBV coverage.

Several developments have occurred since the
launch of the GMPS study launch. The MBC
reviewed its gender policy in 2010. In October 2011,
the MBC signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with GL to become a Media Centre of Excellence
(COE). The MBC is now the only media institution
in a SADC country to run a series of call-in radio
programmes on the SADC Protocol on Gender and
Development.

Training journalists to cover GBV

In October 2011, GL facilitated a workshop for media
practitioners of the MBC on “Reporting on GBV and
the 16 days activism campaign”. Fifteen female and
five male media practitioners and producers from
the different departments participated actively in
the workshop.

Content
The training manuals on “Reporting on GBV and 16
days” as well as SADC Protocol leaflets, GMPS CD,
the Media COE leaflets, “I” Stories, leaflet on statistics
on violence in Mauritius and M & E Forms were
given to all participants at the start of the workshop.

After doing the different exercises and questioning
the different issues, participants had a good grasp
of the different definitions of violence, the different
types of violence and the effects of violence on

women, children, the family and the society. The
participants understood the relationship of GBV
and HIV and AIDS and protocols in place to deal
with GBV and HIV.

Avinash Appadoo from the Ministry of Gender
Equality explained the framework for understanding
GBV and talked about laws in place as well as the
implementation of laws. The participants under-
stood the effects, the responses, the support,
prevention campaigns and integrated approaches
to addressing GBV. He explained the roles of the
FSBx in the country and the integrated service being
given including psychological and legal support.
He also explained the Protection from Domestic
Violence Act; the support of police posts in all
hospitals of Mauritius to deal with cases of GBV and
other structures in place to deal with GBV.

A survivor who is now working and raising her
young son gave a moving testimony on all the
problems she is facing although she is no longer
living with her violent husband. Participants came
out with a series of story ideas not only to create
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Dan Callikan, Director General of the MBC with GL Francophone director
Loga Virahsawmy.  Photo by  Colleen Lowe Morna

• The media should stop portraying women as
victims, but more as survivors and there must be
more in-depth analysis articles on GBV.

• Voices of experts and NGOs from both sexes must
be sought.

• Radio, which is a powerful medium in the preven-
tion mechanism and curbing GBV, should work as
an agent for change and give more voices to women
and help those in abusive situations to speak.



awareness on GBV but to find solutions and make
sure that policy makers walk the talk.

GBV programming

The MBC has television and radio programmes that
are aimed at raising awareness about GBV. The MBC
Director Generral reiterated “We are showing the
other face of Mauritius where people live in poverty,
where GBV is rife and where children cannot go to
school because men just leave and refuse to bear
the family responsibility. In some cases, GBV is due
to alcohol. We want to show these realities. We
know how to get people to talk. We give lots of
women voices in our programmes and they are not
afraid to break the silence and we are breaking new
grounds. Our programmes have fantastic impact
and we go beyond. We make sure with the
authorities and Ministries concerned that these
people are given all the support, help and
infrastructure needed. Our broadcast is eye opening.
Our aim with these programmes is to change
peoples' lives. We can assure you that change is
happening. The viewers can see how the MBC has
helped to improve people's lives with the support
not only of authorities but by NGOs, stakeholders,
students, individuals and Mauritians who care.”

Anou Bouze
This is a 26 minutes fortnightly television prog-
ramme at peak time on Wednesday with a repeat

on Sunday. The title of the programme “Anou
Bouze” (Getting involved) speaks volumes as it
ensures that the whole Mauritian population is
aware and sensitised on social problems.

According to Director-General Dan Callikan: “We
want to show the hidden face of Mauritius. We tell
people that they all have a responsibility when
children are not going to school because of GBV or
poverty. We want to create this movement of
solidarity. We want Ministers and Ministries to be
proactive and take prompt action. We want the
authorities and NGOs to come forward and change
the situation. Although some of our programmes
are not focused on GBV as such we have noticed
that in one way or the other GBV is at the heart of
nearly all social problems, be it drugs, alcohol, HIV
and AIDs or street children.”

Kahan Jaat Ba Hamni ke Samaj
“Kahan Jaat Ba Hamni ke Samaj” (where is our
society going) is the Hindustani version of “Anou
Bouze” by Karuna Lalloo but with more focus on
women. The programme runs at peak time on Friday
with a repeat on Wednesday. “Before we do the
actual shooting and interviews we do some research
and meet with all those concerned not only to know
the extent of the problem but also to find out if the
cases are genuine and worth coverage,” the Editor
in Chief of the MBC, Datta Ramyead said. “Women
are breaking the silence on poverty and GBV and
they are getting incredible help”

Karuna Lalloo
During 26 minutes of the programme, women talk
about all their problems including GBV. “It is not
true to say that women do not talk. They have
confidence in us and they know we are not using
them for our coverage but because we want to help
them,” says a commentator on the programme.

Cool FM a l'ecoute
Djemillah Mourade presents on a daily talk show
for two hours on MBC Radio called “Cool FM a
l'ecoute” (meaning Cool FM is listening to you). The
majority of callers to the show are mostly women
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Kendy Mangra on Anou Bouze, MBC.  Photo by  Gender Links
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have so many calls and assist many people. Maybe
people feel more secured with us than official
hotlines. We encourage people to call us even when
they are not personally involved. They do call us
when they hear cases of GBV and we get the police
to take action. We have helped so many women
with problems of GBV, alcohol and drugs as well as
street children. Very often women do not know
their rights. They do not know where to go for legal
aid. Our Legal Adviser, Harry Bansroopun, who is
on our programme gives the survivors free advice
on radio as well as in his office. Often we assist
women who seek for help by just calling without

talking on the radio.”

Mourade showed the GL interviewer
her diary with all the complaints, the
telephone number and the organi-
sations where people are referred to.
“We even have cases where women are
verbally abused by their boss and we
tell them where to go for help and
guidance.”

“Constat”
David Bodhna, the Production
Manager, does a monthly television
programme “Constat” (Fact) on
different social problems including GBV
by interviewing a series of experts as
well as survivors on the problems and
trying to find solutions. “We have
interviewed those responsible for

shelters, survivors as well as officials.”

The MBC television and radio programmes show
the efforts to raise awareness about GBV as well as
helping the women and men to find solutions to
different social problems including GBV.

who share their traumatic experiences on GBV, their
children who are refusing to go to school or their
children who are beyond control and other social
problems. Representatives of the PFPU, FSBx, the
CDU, a lawyer and a psychologist co-present on the
show. The panel on the show provides women with
advice. Mourade said” Sometimes we even get cases
where women want to commit suicide. We direct
them to the proper authorities and NGOs where
they can get help. There are some cases when
women choose not to talk on radio but send us
telephone messages. We do not leave any stone
unturned and help them all.”

When asked if two hours on a daily basis is not too
much, Mourade replied: “the programme could
have gone for a whole day. There are so many
people especially women out there who appreciate
the chance to talk about their problems. We are
giving them back the voices they have lost. We

Djemillah Mourade, former Gender Links intern, now an MBC journalist.  Photo by  Loga Virahsawmy

The Arts join the fight against GBV

One area of action for GBV prevention is the arts sector
which includes performing art and music. Here we

present an example of a music project conducted in
Mauritius in 2010 to raise awareness around GBV.



Project Valer Fam

In front of a rise of different forms of violence, a
movement of musicians called  Kolektif Revey Twa
(Wake up together) was set up to denounce and
make sensitisation on this plague, in the comme-
morations of the 2010 International Woman's Day.
Linzy Bacbotte, the most popular woman singer in
Mauritius under the banner of Kolektif Revey Twa
presented the “Valer Fam” (the value of women)
album. The project “Valer Fam“ includes a CD of six
audio titles with the song “Bondie li enn fam“ (If God
was a woman), a composition of the French artist
Corneille. The other songs talk on prevention and
sensitisation on violence against woman as well as
the importance of woman's respect. The album was
a way to raise awareness in the Mauritian society
about various problems affecting women, particu-
larly the feminisation of HIV & AIDS, violence and
murders. The album was launched in January, 2010
in Lacaz A.

The album was dedicated to Marie-Ange Milazar (a
sex worker) killed by a gang in December 2009. A
memorial was observed, organised by Collectif
Citoyen (Coalition of Civil Society) with the collabo-
ration of Kolektif Revey Twa. Two other NGO's
namely the Women in Networking (WIN), and the
Prevention Unit of Centre de Solidarité (CDS)
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participated in this initiative. A national campaign,
named “Men against Violence”, was run from March
2010.A music concert, was held on the 6 March
2010 at the Swami Vivekananda Convention Centre
in Pailles.

The objectives of the project Valer Fam included
to:
• Increase women's worth and trust in themselves.
• Denounce all the forms of violence against

women by organising sensitisation and aware-
ness campaigns

• Collect funds for associations and centers helping
women

Linzy Bacbotte.  Photo google.com dossier-valer-fam

Engaging faith based organisations

One priority area of action identified in the National
Action Plan to Combat Domestic Violence is the need
to sensitise religious and community leaders with a
view to breaking down taboos regarding domestic
violence and conducting sensitisation campaign
against domestic violence. In this endeavour, the
Ministry has successfully engaged into partnership
with religious bodies in the following ways:
• A workshop was organised with religious bodies

and the Council of Religions to sensitise them on
the issue of domestic violence on 8 March 2008. A
booklet on “Domestic Violence and Communities
of Faith - Engaging Religious Organisations the fight
Against Domestic Violence” was launched and
disseminated.

• The Ministry collaborated with the Youth Wings
of the Council of Religions in 2009 to sensitise
them on the issue of domestic violence so that
they can promote a culture of non-violence in the
society.

• Currently the Council of Religions is among the
NPEGBV members.

Secondary prevention

Secondary GBV prevention interventions empower
those charged with the responsibility of addressing
GBV with the skills to promote prevention and the
ability to deal sensitively with the topic. Strategies
include training key stakeholders: police; health
personnel; traditional leaders; prosecutors and faith-
based organisations.
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deal with cases of GBV and especially domestic
violence.

The programme consists a three-day training
workshop every six months. Officers from the
different regions also meet every two months for
a half day to compare notes on cases referred to
courts, action taken, reports from medical social
workers dealing with the victims and other matters.
Referral reforms have been developed for both the
staff of the Ministry and the police.

Impact

The police became more aware of how to protect
survivors, the effective enforcement of legislation
in place and the referral system.

Funding

All programmes on GBV come from the national
budget earmarked for the MGECDFW. UNDP and
other international agencies such as UNODC and
UN Women have also assisted the Ministry for
consultancy services regarding the elaboration of
action plans, Capacity Building Programmes and
launching of Africa Unite Campaign amongst others.

Outreach

The programme was organised in such a way that
all Districts of Mauritius are covered. The Ministry
has nine full time staff in the six family support
bureaux as well as three full time staff at its Head
Office. The officers got on the job training that they
can put into practice.

Police officer training

The National Action Plan to Combat Domestic
Violence provides for holistic combination of
response programmes comprising a range of issues,
inter alia, social, employment, housing, childcare,
education, health, safe community and justice. The
lives of survivors depend on coordinated efforts
across sectors and different stakeholders. Following
the launching of the National Action Plan to Combat
Domestic Violence, the Family Unit of the
MGECDFW trained officers from the PFPU on GBV
related issues. The aim of the programme was to
make sure that the police is equipped to effectively

Minister Mireille Martin at the Launch of GIME.  Photo by  Davinah Sholay

Course name

Workshop on the Protection from Domestic Violence Act and drafting of affidavits.
Sensitisation workshop on handling of domestic violence cases by police officers
posted at Police stations.
Awareness session on the Protocol of Assistance to Victims of Sexual Assault delivered
to Police officers posted in Police Stations.
Training of Trainers Programme for the Development of Effective Police Response
to Violence against Women.

46
60

Not provided

20

Table 8.2: Number of police officers trained 2008-2011

Number of
officers trained

2008
2008

2009

2011

Year



130

Training of Family Welfare and Protection Officers

(FWPOs)

Family Welfare and Protection Officers (FWPOs) are
present in the six FSBx to assist victims of domestic
violence. Most of the FWPOs are degree holders either
in social studies or social work. However, to better
assist victims of domestic violence the ministry holds
on the job training and capacity building programmes.
The FWPOs are trained on the provisions of the
Protection from Domestic Violence Act, the impact
of GBV on women and their sexual reproductive
health, drafting of affidavits; counselling techniques
and strengthening values for family life, amongst
others.

Training for local government authorities and

other stakeholders

The MGECDFW has intensified its efforts to combat
GBV and  believes that stakeholders such as Mauritius
Police Services, Ministry of Health and Quality of Life,
the Judiciary, including local government which are
close to the community are in a better position to
respond to GBV. In April 2009, the Ministry ran a
capacity-building programme with senior officials
from the Local Government Authorities, the Ministry
of Social Security, National Solidarity, Senior Citizens
Welfare and Reform Institutions through their Social
Welfare Centres, the Ministry of Environment and

National Development Unit through the Citizens
Advice Bureau and the Sugar Industry Labour Welfare
Fund. The aim of the programme was to assist the
Ministry in implementing a multi-sectoral approach
to combating domestic violence. Issues discussed
included:
• How to combat domestic violence in your locality/

area;
• Domestic violence and its psychological Impacts;
• Domestic violence and services offered by the FSBx;

and
• Domestic Violence and the provisions of the Protec-

tion from Domestic Violence Act.

The Ministry plans to replicate the same exercise with
the Local Government Authorities and other stake-
holders including NGOs so that maximum people at
grass roots levels are sensitised and can respond to
domestic violence.

Conclusion

There is evidence of primary and secondary preven-
tion strategies at work in Mauritius. However, there
is need for systems to be put in place to monitor the
effectiveness of these interventions. The Sixteen Days
of Activism, 365 days campaign are relatively un-
known. Efforts should be made to increase aware-
ness and participation in GBV campaigns.


